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There’s never been a better 
time to celebrate natural 
beauty. After a rocky couple 

of years, the new normal is coming 
into focus – and with it the people 
who can deliver the rejuvenating 
glow-up we all need to recover 
from a global pandemic.

Now’s the moment to spotlight 
success. And over the next few 
pages, you’ll meet some of the 
names set to innovate and domi-
nate as natural beauty moves ever 
forwards. Expect to find some 
fresh faces alongside plenty of 
well-respected names in our highly 
anticipated industry hot list.

You’ll also discover a flavour of 
what’s coming next. This year the 

circular economy is a key theme, 
with winners thinking hard about 
the environmental effects of their 
products – from formulation to 
packaging. More educators have 
made the list too, proving that 
the experts care about securing a 
sustainable future for our sector, 
and the planet.

Congratulations to everyone 
who made this year’s Who’s Who 
in Natural Beauty – you’re all 
superstars. And, as ever, thanks 
to everyone who took the time 
to vote for their favourites. Your 
enthusiasm and dedication helps 
make natural beauty such an 
inspiring place to work. Here’s  
to 2022. 

1 JAYN STERLAND  
Managing director, Weleda UK

THE WELEDA WUNDERKIND

Ask any natural beauty advocate for their ultimate must-have  
product and the chances are they’ll choose something by Weleda.  
So it makes sense that the woman behind this best-loved brand 
should be number one in our countdown. Not one to rest on her 
laurels, Jayn Sterland brings her activist mindset to bear on every 
aspect of the company’s success, constantly pushing forward to 
make Weleda as ethical and sustainable as possible while staying 
true to Rudolf Steiner’s key principles. It’s a careful balancing act that 
she pulls off with (sustainable) style. Now, with her position as chair 
of the Sustainable Beauty Coalition adding to her already formidable 
resume, she’s leading the charge in tackling beauty’s toughest issues 
and fighting for a greener, more responsible beauty sector.

Celebrating beauty’s  
sustainable superstars in 2021
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Combining the rigours of  
science with the power of 
nature can be a tough ask 
for any professional. But 
it’s something Mark Smith 
achieves every day he’s 
responsible for running 
NATRUE. He’s no doubt had 
a lot on his plate over the last 
few years: from understand-
ing changing Brexit regula-
tion to powering through 
the pandemic, there’s been a 
lot that beauty brands need 

to know. Yet he’s kept a 
strong hand on the til-

ler to help steer the 
industry towards a 
safe, secure and        

 sustainable future.

6 MARK SMITH  
Director general, NATRUE

THE TRUE PIONEER  

2 4
JO CHIDLEY  
Founder, Beauty Kitchen 

COOKING UP A STORM 

Can natural beauty truly be a force for good? 
Jo Chidley is sure it can, and she proves it 
first-hand with her super-clean and green 
wellbeing brand. Already a hit with conscious 
consumers, she has picked up many awards on 
her route to success, including being acclaimed 
as a Great British Entrepreneur for 2018. 
Next she plans to scale-up even further, 
while keeping the small-batch 
sustainable philosophy that 
brings fans back time and 
time again to re-stock 
their bathroom cabinets 
through the brand’s Return 
Refill Repeat scheme.

THE SECTOR STALWARTS 

LORRAINE DALLMEIER  
CEO, Formula Botanica

BLOOMING TALENT

A new generation of clean beauty 
entrepreneurs need careful nur- 
turing to create the kind of pro-
ducts that consumers, and the 
planet, really need. And that’s 
where Lorraine Dallmeier comes 
in. Through Formula Botanica she 
connects students to an invalu-
able hub of insider knowledge 
and practical learning to fuel 
their organic aspirations with her 
courses. This not only turns beauty 
fans into quality brand-owners  
but brings new talent and enthu-
siasm into our industry. Expect to 
see many of her students populate 
lists like ours in the future.

3
ALEX AND KIM BARANI  
Co-founders, Kinetic Natural Products Distributor

These ambitious brothers have proved themselves 
a force to be reckoned with in natural beauty. Truly 
passionate about bringing exciting new products to 
the retailers who need them, Alex and Kim Barani 
have been behind many of our sector’s stand-out 
shelf superstars over the past couple of decades. 
Their global outlook means they’re well positioned  
to spot new trends and lines, while their local focus 
and knowledge supports the industry to succeed 
right here in the UK. Recognized across the sector, 
their reputation precedes them as they progress in 
their careers.

5 THE RETAIL  
REVOLUTIONARY

JOANNE HILL  
Founder, Amaranth Wellbeing

Simply put, Joanne Hill knows her beauty  
nutrition. Angered to action by the poor-
quality products and dodgy claims she  
saw in her practice as a nutritional thera-
pist, she now runs award-winning natural 
health store Amaranth as a knowledge  
hub where shoppers can get supportive, 
accurate and credible information (plus  
a welcome spot of beauty inspo). A  
devotee of self-care, you can find her  
on rare days off recharging with a good 
book and some organic chocolate, or  
in a country pub somewhere near her 
beloved Manchester.
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9

11

TABITHA JAMES KRAAN 
Founder, Tabitha James Kraan Organic Hair Care

THE MANE ATTRACTION

From taming unruly manes to perfecting forward-looking 
styles, Tabitha James Kraan has built up an extensive wealth 
of knowledge in her 30 years working with hair. And she’s 
now translated that expertise to the natural sector. Her hair 
care products are award-winningly high performance yet 
super gentle on the environment too, and are continuously 
attracting new fans. Having seen plenty of products washed 
down salon sinks in her lifetime, she’s made it her mission to 
make sure they leave as little trace as possible, creating only 
fantastic hair and happy customers.

EMMA THORNTON  
Founder, True Skincare

THE NATURAL CHANGE-MAKER

As a committed beauty buyer 
and behind-the-scenes mar-
keter for major beauty brands, 
Emma Thornton personally 
knew the true cost of main-
stream cosmetics. Her experi-
ences inspired her to make a 
difference through True Skin-
care, flipping the script to make 
an all-too-often exclusive sector 
more inclusive. That doesn’t 
mean skimping on what’s in 
her products. Her eco-friendly 
vision for every essential prod-
uct embraces organic ingre-
dients presented in beautiful, 
sustainable packaging.

7

MILLIE KENDALL MBE  
CEO, British Beauty Council 

THE CREATIVE 
DISRUPTOR

A self-confessed creative renegade, Millie Kendall is the 
woman who launched Aveda back in 1997 (among a host 
of other best-selling beauty brands) and picked up an 
MBE for her efforts. A passionate, vocal advocate for 
all corners of the beauty industry, Millie is described by 
colleagues and peers as a consummate professional for 
her 30 years of marketing and brand-launch expertise. 
She’s now perfectly placed to head up the British Beauty 
Council and make our sector a more inclusive and inno-
vative place to work, play and create.   

Whether they’re trying to establish a niche of  
their own or take business to the next level,  
new beauty brands need all the support they  
can get. And that’s where Helen Yeardsley is an 
invaluable ally. Her in-depth knowledge of the  
existing market and innovative new trends means  
she’s best placed to guide and advise entrepre-
neurs through the minefield of marketing, 
social media and regulation. The hidden 
force behind many successful natural and 
organic launches, it’s wonderful to see her 
step forward into the spotlight and get  
the recognition she deserves.

8 THE BRAND 
WHISPERER

HELEN YEARDSLEY  
Founder, Y Consultancy

ELSIE RUTTERFORD AND 
DOMINIKA MINAROVIC 
Co-founders, BYBI Beauty

10 THE DIY QUEENS

Taking a kitchen-table brand to a mass 
audience takes a certain kind of beauty 
nous. But that’s what Elsie 
Rutterford and Dominika 
Minarovic achieved with 
a blend of passion, skill 
and commitment to a 
great-looking complex-
ion. Their over-arching 
obsession is ensuring 
all their products are 
eco-friendly, using 
low-impact production 
methods and natural 
ingredients to add zing 
and freshness to the skin. 
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THE NATURAL CHANGE-MAKER

12

16

13

15

KATIE HILL  
Co-founder My Green Pod

AILISH LUCAS  
Founder, The Glow Getter Collective

FIONA KLONARIDES  
Founder, The Beauty Shortlist

THE PEOPLE PERSON THE CONSCIENTIOUS 
CURATOR

THE SHINING STAR

In a world of murky claims and 
greenwashing, Katie Hill is inspir-
ing more conscious consumers to 
ignore the hype and #PutYourMon-
eyWhereYourHeartIs. Her family 
business edits natural beauty (and 
much more) down to a must-
have list of companies that truly 
collaborate with nature. Unwa-
vered by posh packaging or 
price points, she applies 
her strict ethical criteria to 
promote the people mak-
ing a difference every 
day, championing 
those who might not 
have the budget to 
compete with the 
big brands.

After a decade spent in marketing, Ailish 
Lucas knows the inside secrets of how to 
transform challenger brands from smart 
ideas to real-world successes. Her per-
sonal get-up-and-go drives The Glow Get-
ter Collective, through which she mentors 
and supports ambitious indie start-ups to 
further their reach while making the right 
strategic moves to get ahead in this com-
petitive industry. So far, she’s helped over 
100 beauty industry newcomers get where 
they need to be. As the word spreads, 
expect to see a lot more access her unique 
experience and expertise.

Beauty insiders know that not all beauty awards are cre-
ated equal and that all too often sponsorship money speaks 
louder than the judges’ honestly held opinions. Through The 
Beauty Shortlist Awards Fiona Klonarides is doing something 
different: highlighting the products that offer a clean, green 
alternative sourced from global boutique brands which 
deserve to reach a wider audience. Her expert curation 
comes from a deep personal passion for eco-aware beauty, 
and a sense of the trends that will turn beauty consumers’ 
heads way before they hit the mainstream.

THE STANDARD-SETTER 

CHARLOTTE VØHTZ  
CEO, Green People 

“I firmly believe in the power of synergy 
– that not just one ingredient delivers all 
that is needed,” says Green People’s prime 
mover Charlotte Vøhtz. It’s a philosophy 
she applies to more than just the brand’s 
beautifully natural products. Her leader-
ship combines first-hand knowledge of 
how beauty works plus a passionate eye 
for developing lines that feel just as good 
as they look, while delivering exacting 
efficacy. She believes that feeling better 
about yourself, and the world, begins with 
an ethical outlook: “If you feel good and 
are comfortable in your skin, then that  
definitely contributes to overall wellbeing.”

14

THE ETHICAL EDUCATORS   
GAIL AND GARETH DESPRÉS
co-founders, School of Natural Skincare

The pandemic may have accelerated the learn-from-home trend, but Gail and 
Gareth Després were there way before the rest. Since 2010 they’ve been offer-
ing professional online courses from sector experts aimed at beauty fans who 
want to formulate at home, and entrepreneurs with a burning idea for the 
next cult brand. So far, the duo has helped train over 12,000 students in 130 
countries. So as Zoom-style learning continues to catch on, expect them to 
grow in both scale and ambition to shape the students who’ll define what the 
‘new normal’ looks like for our industry.
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DR BARBARA OLIOSO  
Founder, The Green Chemist Consultancy

When science works in tandem with 
nature, wonderful things can happen. 
Through The Green Chemist, Dr Barbara 
Olioso combines her potent knowledge in 
both areas to help brands create the kind 
of natural products that leave consum-
ers craving more. A member of the Royal 
Society of Chemistry, she applies seri-
ous rigour to her work of educating the 
industry on formulations. She’s also adept 
at advising on the latest trends and the 
inner workings of how to capture the best 
the natural world offers and package it to 
reach the people who benefit most. 

VICTORIA WOOD  
Founder, Greener Beauty

AMANDA WINWOOD  
Founder, Made for Life Organics

LAURA FRANKLIN-HOLLIER  
CEO, Persephone Beauty

SONIA WHITE  
CEO, LoveLula

THE NATURAL 
RETAILER

THE ORGANIC  
ORIGINATOR 

THE PURPOSEFUL  
PIONEER

THE DIGITAL DOYENNE

Victoria Wood loves green beauty – but  
sourcing sustainable, vegan 
and cruelty-free products 
from multiple stockists 
turned into a serious has-
sle for the professional 
MUA and beautician. 
Cue Greener Beauty: an 
inspired way to curate 
her favourite essentials 
together in one easy-to-
access website. To stay 
ahead, she and her team 
are hands-on with every 
product, refusing to 
stock anything they 
wouldn’t person-
ally recommend, 
and going big on 
plastic-free. It’s a 
philosophy that’s 
served her well and 
helped the site grow 
to become a reliable 
one-stop-shop for the 
dedicated ethical  
beauty connoisseur.

Amanda Winwood believes that beautiful skin is healthy 
skin. And through Made for Life Organics, she’s helped 
millions of consumers around the world access natural 
skincare that’s as gentle as it is effective. Her artisan 
ethos means that every product is handmade in  
Cornwall using high-quality herbs, flowers and oils, with 
no harmful chemicals or parabens to muddy the mix. 
She also ensures every application feels nourishing 
and a boon for the body. It’s a kind-to-the-planet 
approach that encourages everyone to tread lightly 
on the world in which we live.

Purpose-driven. Plant-powered. Planet-
friendly. Through these three central pillars 
Laura Franklin-Hollier has built the success of 
online natural boutique Persephone Beauty. 
A committed ethical advocate, she maintains 
a tight edit of the very best the sector can 
offer – championing brands who might not 
get the (digital) inventory anywhere else. 
The personal touch is important too, and 
she’s passionate about offering skin consulta-
tions that can unlock a shopper’s true needs. 
Colleagues and customers say she certainly 
knows a good line when she sees one, and it’s 
this innate talent that’s raised her green game 
to a whole new level, naturally. 

Ask anyone: the natural beauty industry  
has always had a lot of love for Sonia White. 
That’s because her online store LoveLula has 
worked hard to lift up the coveted but under-
the-radar ethical brands that might not get a 
look-in on more mainstream sites. By carefully 
seeking out fresh names and cult products, 
she’s elevated businesses that deserve success 
and brought a new generation of must-haves 
to consumers looking for ethical and effective 
essentials. It’s just part of her ‘beauty for life’ 
philosophy that colleagues know she lives  
and breathes.

THE NATURALLY INSPIRED SCIENTIST 

21
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LUKE SHERRIFF AND KIRSTIE ALLEN  
Co-founders, Pinks Boutique

BEN WIGLEY 
Co-founder, Big Green Smile

MADELEINE WHITE 
Founder, Juni Cosmetics

THE PINK PAMPERERS
THE MINIMAL MASTER

THE GRINNING GURU

THE MUA ON A MISSIONRISING 
STAR

Sometimes the most unlikely combinations alchemize  
to create something new. Scientist Luke Sherriff and  
historian Kirstie Allen may have different interests (not least 
rugby, in Luke’s case) but they’ve come together to pursue 
a singular passion: outstanding natural and organic  
spa products. Their renowned Pinks Boutique  
collection covers manicures, pedicures, 
facials and massage, and delivers in a  
professional setting while ensuring  
clients feel pampered and on  
point. And with salons now fully 
reopened around the country, 
expect a surge of interest as 
consumers’ new-found pas-
sion for health seeks expres-
sion at the salon. 

Plastic-free. Vegan. Organic. Eco. With Big 
Green Smile Ben Wigley has built an online 
health store that covers all the beauty bases 
while constantly digging deeper to offer con-
sumers exciting new products. Known by col-
leagues as the eminent guru who can answer 
any question about the range (just try him!), 
he has poured his in-depth knowledge into a 
successful business that never compromises 
on quality or ethics. With online retail really 
coming into its own during the pandemic, 
he’s well placed to ride the next big digital 
wave. No wonder he’s smiling.

Who says looking good has 
to be complicated? Zaffrin 
O’Sullivan launched Five Dot 
Botanics to streamline over-
loaded beauty products and 
hone super-effective skincare 
solutions based on fewer, better 
ingredients. This minimalist mood 
certainly chimes with a new gen-
eration of post-pandemic con-
sumers who relate to her mis-
sion of making things more 
beautifully simple in both 
skincare and life. They’re 
also keen to buy into the 
pioneering British-made, 
cruelty-free ethos central 
to the entire collection. In 
a world which demands 
that we buy ‘more, more, 
more’, she is focusing on 
doing the basics, better.

Madeleine White 
believes cosmetics 
need a natural touch-
up. So she’s harnessed 
her professional 
experience in film, 
fashion and advertis-
ing to bring a touch of 
on-screen glamour to 
consumers’ make-up 
bags through Juni 
Cosmetics. Her core 
philosophy is simple 
but demanding: first, 
create products with 
the sophistication and 
efficacy to work hard 
on any set while pre-
venting skin flare-ups; 
then ensure that every ingredient used is as pure and eco 
as possible. The result is a cult beauty brand that’s turning 
heads and changing minds in both the mainstream and 
natural arenas. 

ROBERT TISSERAND
Consultant and educator, Tisserand Institute

THE HOUSEHOLD NAME

When you have a surname like Robert 
Tisserand’s you don’t need LinkedIn. At 
the age of 17 his mum introduced him 
to the power of aromatherapy – and the 
rest is history. From that first sniff on a 
train going back to boarding school, he 
established an entire empire dedicated 
to sharing what he’d learned with the 
wider public. Today he continues to work 
beyond the company that bears his name, 
as an international speaker, educator 
and consultant, translating up-to-date 
evidence into a route for bringing aroma-
therapy into every home in the world.

ZAFFRIN O’SULLIVAN  
Founder, Five Dot Botanics


